Circular Permutation Obscures Universality of a Ribosomal Protein.
Functions, origins, and evolution of the translation system are best understood in the context of unambiguous and phylogenetically based taxonomy and nomenclature. Here, we map ribosomal proteins onto the tree of life and provide a nomenclature for ribosomal proteins that is consistent with phylogenetic relationships. We have increased the accuracy of homology relationships among ribosomal proteins, providing a more informative picture of their lineages. We demonstrate that bL33 (bacteria) and eL42 (archaea/eukarya) are homologs with common ancestry and acute similarities in sequence and structure. Their similarities were previously obscured by circular permutation. The most likely mechanism of permutation between bL33 and eL42 is duplication followed by fusion and deletion of both the first and last β-hairpins. bL33 and eL42 are composed of zinc ribbon protein folds, one of the most common zinc finger fold-groups of, and most frequently observed in translation-related domains. Bacterial-specific ribosomal protein bL33 and archaeal/eukaryotic-specific ribosomal protein eL42 are now both assigned the name of uL33, indicating a universal ribosomal protein. We provide a phylogenetic naming scheme for all ribosomal proteins that is based on phylogenetic relationships to be used as a tool for studying the systemics, evolution, and origins of the ribosome.